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We present a fully dynamical simulation of central nuclear collisions around midrapidity at LHC

energies. Unlike previous treatments, we simulate all phases of the collision, including the equilibration of

the system. For the simulation, we use numerical relativity solutions to anti–de Sitter space/conformal

field theory for the preequilibrium stage, viscous hydrodynamics for the plasma equilibrium stage, and

kinetic theory for the low-density hadronic stage. Our preequilibrium stage provides initial conditions for

hydrodynamics, resulting in sizable radial flow. The resulting light particle spectra reproduce the

measurements from the ALICE experiment at all transverse momenta.
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Introduction.—High-precision experimental data from
nucleus-nucleus collisions at the Relativistic Heavy Ion
Collider and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) have led
to a refined understanding of quantum chromodynamics
(QCD) at high temperatures. According to the current
paradigm, the colliding matter thermalizes fast, after which
it expands hydrodynamically and finally hadronizes into a
gas of particles. This ‘‘fluidlike’’ behavior is understood to
arise from strongly coupled dynamics, which makes the
quark-gluon plasma both interesting and complicated.
Moreover, recent experimental data seem to be suggesting
that fluidlike behavior is also seen in proton-nucleus and
deuteron-nucleus collisions (cf. Ref. [1]). Also, it has
been found that a particular observable (‘‘elliptic flow’’)
is essentially insensitive to the collision energy
(cf. Ref. [2]). These experimental findings indicate that a
more refined theoretical understanding of high-energy nu-
clear collisions is needed.

Simulations involving thermalization, hydrodynamics,
and hadronization can be compared to experimental data
in an effort to extract properties of high-density QCD
matter, such as the viscosity coefficient �. These simula-
tions, however, involve several unknown parameters and
functions, such as the initial conditions for hydrodynamics
(starting time �hydro, energy density, velocity, shear tensor).

Understanding these unknown parameters can therefore
lead to more precise extraction of QCD properties and,
consequently, to a better understanding of strongly coupled
theories such as QCD.

In particular, very little is known about the far-from-
equilibrium evolution towards hydrodynamics, such that
until now reasonable initial conditions at �hydro had to be

guessed. In this Letter, we attempt to reduce this ambiguity
by including the far-from-equilibrium stage obtained
from colliding shock waves in AdS, which through the

anti–de Sitter space/conformal field theory (AdS/CFT)
correspondence are thought to be similar to heavy-ion
collisions. After the matter has equilibrated, we match
the AdS/CFT results onto a standard viscous hydrodynam-
ics code, which, once the matter has cooled below the QCD
phase transition temperature Tc, is itself matched onto a
standard hadronic cascade code, thereby achieving a fully
dynamical simulation of a boost-invariant heavy-ion
collision.
Methodology.—The main physical input for our simula-

tion will be the energy density of a highly boosted and
Lorentz contracted nucleus Ttt ¼ �ðtþ zÞTAðx; yÞ, with
the ‘‘thickness function’’

TAðx; yÞ ¼ �0
Z 1

�1
dz½1þ eð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2þy2þz2

p
�RÞ=a��1; (1)

where R ¼ 6:62 fm, a ¼ 0:546 fm for a 208Pb nucleus [3].
The normalization �0 is a measure of the energy of the
nucleus, and given the simplicity of our model, we will use
this constant to match the experimentally observed number
of particles (‘‘multiplicity’’ dN=dY).
The AdS/CFT correspondence gives the dynamics of the

stress-energy tensor T�� of the boundary strongly coupled
CFT using the gravitational field in the bulk of AdS5. A
relativistic nucleus may therefore be described using a
gravitational shock wave in AdS, whereby the stress-
energy tensor of a nucleus can be exactly matched [4]. In
this Letter, we limit ourselves to pure gravity, which is the
dominant force at high energies, but generalizations are
straightforward. For a head-on (central) collision, this
shock-wave collision has been written down and solved
near the boundary of AdS in Ref. [5], resulting in the
stress-energy tensor at early times. In polar Milne coordi-
nates �, �, �, 	 with t ¼ � cosh�, z ¼ � sinh�, �2 ¼ x2 þ
y2, tan	 ¼ y=x, T�� can be decomposed into
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T�� ¼ ð�þ Pð�ÞÞu�u� þ Pð�Þg�� þ 
��; (2)

with �, Pð�Þ, u�, and 
�� the local energy density, equa-
tion of state (EOS), velocity, and shear tensor, respectively.
In Ref. [5], it was found to leading order in t that

�¼2T2
Að�Þ�2; u�¼� T0

Að�Þ
3TAð�Þ�;

PL

PT

¼�3

2
; (3)

where in the local rest frame T�
� ¼ diagð��; PT; PT; PLÞ.

The velocity dependence and pressure anisotropy are con-
sistent with previous results [6–9]. To leading order in �,
the corresponding line element ds2 turns out to be �
independent (boost invariant) and can be transformed
into the form

ds2 ¼ �Ad�2 þ �2ðe�B�Cd�2 þ eBd�2 þ eCd	2Þ
þ 2drd�þ 2Fd�d�; (4)

where all functions depend on �, �, and the fifth AdS
spacetime dimension r only. The space boundary is located
at r ! 1 where the induced metric becomes g�� ¼
diagðg��; g��; g		; g��Þ ¼ diagð�1; 1; �2; �2Þ, which has

coordinate singularities at � ¼ 0 and � ¼ 0. The metric
can be expanded near the boundary, e.g., Bðr; �; �Þ ¼
B0ðr; �; �Þ þP1

i¼0 bið�; �Þr�i, with B0 given by the vac-

uum value. The early time result (3) fixes the first few near-
boundary series coefficients but does not fix the metric
functions deep in the bulk, leading to an unstable time
evolution. In order to have a stable time evolution, we
introduce a function with one bulk parameter � to extend
the metric functions to arbitrary r, specifically choosing

Bðr; �; �Þ ! B0ðr; �; �Þ þ
X6
i¼0

bið�; �Þr�i

1þ �7r�7
; (5)

and analogously forC. With the near-boundary coefficients
fixed by Eq. (3) at a time �init and choosing a value for �,
the future metric is completely determined and is obtained
by numerically solving Einstein equations adopting a pseu-
dospectral method based on Refs. [10–14].

From the metric, we can extract the full T�� and in
particular observe the transition from early-time, far-from
equilibrium dynamics to a fluid described by viscous
hydrodynamics. At some value of proper time �hydro, we

stop the evolution using Einstein equations and extract �,
u�, 
�� from Eq. (2). These functions provide the initial
conditions for the well-tested relativistic viscous hydro-
dynamic code VH2 (version 1.0) [15], which uses an EOS
inspired by lattice QCD and has, for simplicity, �=s ¼
1=4
. Since this EOS differs from the conformal EOS of
our AdS model, there will be a discontinuity in the
pressure. At high temperatures, however, QCD is approxi-
mately conformal, and in our simulations the discontinuity
at the center was never more than 15%.

The hydrodynamic code simulates the evolution
from � ¼ �hydro until the last fluid cell has cooled below

Tsw ¼ 0:17 GeV. The hydrodynamic variables along the
hypersurface defined by T ¼ Tsw are stored and converted
into particle spectra using the technique from Ref. [16].
The subsequent particle scattering is treated using a hadron
cascade [17] for resonances with masses up to 2.2 GeV by
simulating 500 Monte Carlo generated events. Once the
particles have stopped interacting and particles unstable
under the strong force have decayed, light particle trans-
verse momentum spectra are analyzed and can be com-
pared to data.
From the hydrodynamic evolution onward, our model

uses techniques and parameters that are fairly standard.
The initial conditions for hydrodynamics, however, are
now determined using a far-from-equilibrium evolution.
We modeled this phase as a strongly coupled CFT,
described by gravity in AdS. This introduces new parame-
ters and functions, namely, the initialization time �init, the
normalization �0, the bulk function with parameter �, and
the AdS/hydro switching time �hydro. We will explore the

effects of changing these parameters below.
Results.—Matching our numerical relativity, viscous

hydrodynamics, and hadron cascade simulations onto one
another, we obtain the time evolution of the energy density
for Pb-Pb collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 2:76 TeV (see Fig. 1). The
results depend on our choices of �0, �init, and �, which are
all parameters that in principle could be fixed by a more
complete calculation. Requiring that for constant �init and
� our dN=dY matches the experimental value fixes �0.
Different combinations of �init and�will have similar late-
time energy densities (cf. Fig. 2) but originate from differ-
ent early-time histories, and the preequilibrium evolution
reported in Figs. 2 and 4 should be considered uncertain.

FIG. 1 (color online). Assuming Eq. (2) applied, a ‘‘pseudo’’
temperature [defined by using Eq. (2) with � ¼ �ðTpseudoÞ] and
radial velocity v� are extracted for a representative simulation.

The plot illustrates four physical tools used: (i) early time
expansion, (ii) numerical AdS evolution, (iii) viscous hydro-
dynamics until T ¼ 0:17 GeV, (iv) kinetic theory after conver-
sion into particles (indicated by arrows). The (white) region
close to �� 0:2 fm=c, �� 5 fm indicates a far-from-
equilibrium domain where a local rest frame cannot be found.
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However, we find that for fixed dN=dY also the late time
radial flow velocity and final light hadron spectra are
essentially unaffected by our choice of �init or � (see
Figs. 2–6).

This is evident when comparing the resulting hydro-
dynamic radial velocity at � ¼ 1 fm=c shown in Fig. 3.

Different values for �init, �hydro, and � collapse onto an

approximately universal velocity profile. Because the sub-
sequent evolution follows hydrodynamics, this is also true
for the velocity profile for all later times. We therefore
expect our late time results to be robust.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Time evolution of the energy density at
the center of the fireball for different values of the regulator �,
different AdS/CFT starting times �init, and different AdS/hydro
switching times �hydro. Shown are the analytic early time result

(dotted lines), the numerical AdS/CFT evolution (full lines), the
numerical hydro evolution (dashed lines), and the conversion
point to the hadron cascade. For � & 0:35 fm=c, no sensible
matching from AdS/CFT to a hydrodynamic evolution is pos-
sible (‘‘no hydro matching’’), cf. Fig. 4.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Radial velocity profile at � ¼ 1 fm=c for
different AdS/CFT starting times �init, different AdS/hydro
switching times �hydro > 0:35, and different values for the regu-

lator � (in a.u.). One observes that when normalized to the same
final multiplicity, all these choices lead to similar velocity
profiles.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Time evolution of the pressure anisot-
ropy PL=PT at the center of the fireball for single values of �,
�init but multiple AdS/hydro switching times �hydro. For � &

0:35 fm=c, the pressure anisotropy is wildly varying, prohibiting
a sensible matching to hydrodynamics. At later times, matching
to hydrodynamics can be performed (indicated by triangles
down) and leads to approximately universal late-time evolution
until freeze-out to the hadron cascade (indicated by square).
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FIG. 5 (color online). Final dN=dY and pion hpTi as a function
of the hydro switching time �hydro for a single value of �, �init
(AdSþ hydroþ cascade) compared to experimental data
(‘‘ALICE’’). AdS results seem to be independent of �hydro
provided that �hydro > 0:5 fm=c. By contrast, results for FS

models with �init ¼ 0:05 fm=c exhibit strong �hydro dependence.

Error bars correspond to accumulated numerical error.
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One is not completely free in specifying �init or �. The
coordinate singularity at � ¼ 0 prevents the going of to
very early times, whereas one naturally has to start the
AdS/CFT code long before the time hydrodynamics is
expected to be applicable. In practice, we found 0:07 �
�initðfmÞ � 0:17 to be a good range. For�, one has to make
sure the AdS spacetime is sufficiently regular to allow for a
stable evolution. In practice, we found 7:5 � �ðfm�1Þ �
14 to work well.

The time evolution of the pressure anisotropy shown in
Fig. 4 indicates a strongly varying and occasionally nega-
tive longitudinal pressure prohibiting any hydrodynamic
description for � < 0:35 fm=c. Besides the strongly vary-
ing anisotropy, we also typically encounter a closed region
in spacetime where the system is so far from equilibrium
that a local rest frame does not seem to exist, which we
plan to report on in future work. In principle, one could
choose any value of �hydro > 0:35 fm=c; however, switch-

ing at very late times �hydro � 1 fm=c is not recommended

because of the prohibitive computational cost of the nu-
merical relativity code and the fact that at later times the
system has cooled down to temperatures where the QCD
EOS is no longer close to the conformal EOS in the AdS/
CFT code. For � > 0:35 fm=c, we can attempt to match
the preequilibrium phase onto viscous hydrodynamics at
� ¼ �hydro, which surprisingly seems to lead to roughly

similar final results even when PL ’ 0 (cf. Fig. 4). A more
refined result can be gained by considering the dependence
of the final light hadron spectra on the choice �hydro dis-

cussed below.
Resulting particle spectra.—In order to compare our

thermalizing strongly coupled model, we have considered

two other (extreme) possibilities for the initial stage before
�hydro. The first has PL ¼ 0, which gives zero coupling

boost-invariant free streaming (FS), whereas the second
has PT ¼ 0, which hence has zero preequilibrium radial
flow (ZF). These models never lead to thermalization, but
operationally one can switch to hydrodynamics at some
time �hydro.

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the final multiplicity
and pion mean transverse momentum on the hydro switch-
ing time �hydro for the AdS and FS models. For the final

stage hadron cascade, only hydro information for � >
1 fm=c is used. Figure 5 indicates that final dN=dY, hpTi
in our AdS model are constant, provided one switches to
hydrodynamics after the far-from-equilibrium regime has
ended (at about � � 0:5 fm=c). This suggests that our
model reaches hydrodynamics dynamically and, hence,
results are insensitive to the choice of �hydro. In contrast,

for the FS and ZF models hpTi depends on �hydro, which

hence only reproduces the data for a specific choice. Thus,
whereas not ruled out by data, the FS and ZF models are
less predictive than the AdS model.
However, Fig. 5 demonstrates that FS leads to radial

flow. Hence, findings of radial flow in pþ Pb and dþ Au
systems [18–20] may not necessarily indicate strongly
coupled matter. To discriminate between weak and strong
coupling, one may use angular correlations that are not
built up in FS [21].
In Fig. 6, we show the results for the final pion and kaon

transverse momentum spectra in comparison to data for
central Pbþ Pb collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 2:76 TeV from the
ALICE experiment [22]. The integral over the momentum
spectra corresponds to the total multiplicity, which we
fixed by hand. However, Fig. 6 shows that our AdSþ
hydroþ cascade model matches the shape of the experi-
mental data almost perfectly up to the highest transverse
energies measured, independent of our choices for �init,
�hydro, �.

Conclusions and discussion.—In this Letter we have
presented the first fully dynamical multiphysics simulation
of central nuclear collision at LHC energies. This simula-
tion includes a simulation of the equilibration of the bulk of
the system using the AdS/CFT correspondence. When
normalized to the same multiplicity, our framework is
approximately insensitive to the AdS initialization time
�init, the choice of bulk parameter �, and the AdS/hydro
switching time �hydro, provided the switching occurs later

than �0:5 fm=c. This is in contrast to nonthermalizing
models such as FSþ hydroþ cascade where results
depend on choices for �init, �hydro.

Because of the dynamical treatment of the preequili-
brium stage and the insensitivity to our free parameters, our
model is more constrained than a standard hydroþ
cascade model. In particular, we find that the transverse
pressure is consistently higher than the longitudinal
pressure, during most of the evolution (Fig. 4). Very
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FIG. 6 (color online). Pion and kaon momentum spectra for
0%–5% most central Pbþ Pb collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 2:76 TeV.
Experimental measurements (ALICE, Ref. [22]) are compared
to our AdSþ hydroþ cascade model (lines correspond to dif-
ferent choices of �0, �), the ZF and FS model initialized from
Eq. (1) followed by hydro at �hydro ¼ 1 fm=c.
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encouragingly, the model turns out to have light particle
spectra in excellent agreement with experimental data for
Pbþ Pb collisions at

ffiffiffi
s

p ¼ 2:76 TeV.
We regard this work as the first step towards a truly

realistic simulation of high-energy nuclear collisions.
Many aspects of our work can and should be improved in
future research. For instance, we plan to do away with the
bulk parameter � by simulating the full shock-wave colli-
sion process (cf. Ref. [7]) and simulate event-by-event
noncentral collisions by employing recent development
in black-hole evolution schemes [23].
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